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From the President
Hi All. What a great 2018 AGM in South Australia.
A big thankyou to all who attended in particular our Life
Members and Past Presidents John (Johnno) Johnston,
Bob Lowe, Brett Cleary and Grahame Williams OAM, and
also to the families that travelled interstate to be
present with their Junior Trophy winners.
It was also the first time since 1998 that all the perpetual
trophies had been on display. (See image page 4)
Hervey Bay waters off Fraser Island have been turning
on the best blue marlin bite anywhere in the world for
the last month or so with good sized fish in big
numbers. The fleet is slowly growing with private and
charter boats from all over Queensland and NSW
making Urangan Harbour their home port.
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It is great to see more boats coming into Hervey Bay
waters and catching great numbers with many boats
getting numbers such as 7 from 8, 11 from 18 and 4’s
and 5’s every day. There have also been a few more
striped marlin tagged as well.
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Annual General Meeting and Awards Presentation Dinner
The 81st GFAA Annual General Meeting was held at the Stamford Grand Hotel
at Glenelg, South Australia on 3rd November. This is the one time of the year that the
executive and delegates get the opportunity to gather and discuss matters of
importance and mutual interest, the future directions of the Association and to elect
those volunteering for the many tasks coming up. A welcome cocktail party for
delegates and VIPs was held the evening before when all had the chance to catch up
with others not seen for a year. Included in the gathering were the many responsible for
management and representation of GFAA outside the Association. Life Members, of
whom three attended, all have a standing invitation.
The Annual General Meeting was opened by President Doug Sanderson, who has now
served three years as President. This was followed by a minute’s silence to remember
those who had passed during the year; Daphne Nielsen from Queensland, a GFAA Life
Member, Don Goswell from NSW a GFAA Executive Officer and NSWGFA President
(2009-11) who passed in May, and Neil Grieves from NSW also a past NSWGFA President
and GFAA Executive Officer (1996-98) who passed in October, a day after catching his
last marlin.
The formalities of the meeting were dealt with
before reports from state executives and those
responsible for other portfolios presented their
reports. Life Member Brett Cleary made very
informative presentations on Tuna Champions
and IGFA as well as touching on ARFF’s activities
and plans. Changes to policy, rules and the
Constitution were discussed and then voted
upon before the election of the President and
Vice-president. Later at an executive meeting,
naming of state executives and appointed
officers was settled for the coming year. A total
of 39 attended the sessions.
Results of the deliberations of the meetings are
included in this Newsletter on page 26.

Elected and Appointed Officers
President
Doug Sanderson
Vice President
Peter Cox
Secretary
Peter Coote
Treasurer
Peter Cox
Recorder and Chair Rules Committee
Peter Babarskas
Scientific Officer
Dr Julian Pepperell
Conservation Officer Dr Evan Jones

State Executive Officers
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland North
Queensland South
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
WA North
WA South

Grahame Williams OAM
Bruce Simpson
Mick Meiers
Ian Bladin
Ralph Czaybaski
Jason Probert
Geoff Fisher
Brian Snook
John Webber

The highlight of the gathering is the evening
presentation of awards attended by all those at the AGM and award winners including
some 30 or so Juniors and Small Fry along with families.
It was a privilege to have life member John Johnston attend, he resides in Adelaide and
at 100 years old has been unable to attend recent meetings in other cities. President
Doug Sanderson introduced John with a summary of his fishing career which met with a
standing ovation. John is old in the legs, but his mind is as sharp as a tack. It was a great
honour to have him present.
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John Johnston seated with from left President Doug
Sanderson and Life Members Peter Babarskas,
Grahame Williams, Bob Lowe and Brett Cleary

This year a big effort was made to gather the Association‘s perpetual trophies for
display. This was the first time in 20 years that all the trophies, many of which are very
valuable, were at the same venue. It allowed all to view the trophies and winners to be
photographed alongside them.
Following the awarding of trophies which showed up some very dedicated anglers
especially amongst the youngsters, a presentation on Great Australian Bight shark
migration was given by Dr Paul Rodgers of SARDI.
Early in the evening, Kevin Oates rounded up two teams of Juniors to sell raffle tickets
for some fabulous prizes donated by Doug Sanderson, Kevin Oates and Neville Dance. A
silent auction was also held for some sponsored Halco and Shimano tackle. The interest
generated in these two fund raisers was
fantastic with a total of $4,500 raised for the
juniors. Thanks to all who contributed prizes and
bought tickets.

Life Membership
GFAA is proud to announce that Honorary Life
Membership has been bestowed upon Peter
Babarskas. Doug Sanderson in describing Peter’s
dedication and achievements as Records Officer
and Chair of the Rules Committee declared him
as probably the best at his craft in the world.
Peter was nominated by Victoria and seconded
by Western Australia for the honour, which was
unanimously supported by all states.
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Peter’s short statistics for GFAA commitments are:
WA South Executive Officer 1998-2001
WA North Executive Officer 2002-2005
GFAA Records Officer 2004 to date
GFAA Rules Committee Chair 2004 to date
ln addition to his contributions to game fishing he has caught, tagged and released over
300 species of fish in Australian and overseas waters. Peter has also been an
ambassador for the GFAA during his long association with various bodies involved in
game and sport fishing.
Congratulations to Peter Babarskas for recognition appropriate to his contributions and
commitment to game fishing.

For a link to
photographs, contact
secretary@gfaa.asn.au
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State News
State News is compiled with a different state heading the section in each edition.

Northern Territory - Bruce Simpson, President NTGFA
The Northern Territory is entering that brilliant time of year that we call
the “Build Up” and that fires up the fish in both the inshore and offshore
waters. This is the transitional time when we move from dry south easterly winds into a
more moist tropical wind which is mostly very light in nature coming from the north
before we feel the full effects of the monsoon.
Team Istiofox – double sailfish
on oily smooth waters

Clubs on both side of the Top End have recently run multi day billfish tournaments with
Nhulunbuy Regional Sports Fishing Club also still to hold their major event of the year,
the Great Northern Gove Game Classic from November 15th – 24th. I have not yet been
able to get the full results from Nhulunbuy for the Walkabout John Jones Memorial, but
from what I have learned, NTGFA passes on their congratulations to team Gunslinger
for their win as Champion Team and team Red Hot for their runner up position.
Congratulations to Noah Canobie for
Nat Ker
winning champion junior angler and
black marlin
Tim Broderick for champion senior
angler.
NTGFA also wishes to congratulate
Peter Cox and the NRSFC committee
on the successful completion of their
brand-new Melville Bay boat ramp
facility. This has been a project of
Peter’s for the last 14 years and I’m
sure he will be very proud to open the
facility along with the club and the
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invited dignitaries on Saturday November 10th. This is being celebrated with a family
fishing competition on the day. It’s great to see NRSFC putting so much emphasis on the
juniors and families as they are the backbone and the future of all clubs.
Darwin GFC has recently wrapped up the 11th Iron Jack Billfish Classic which was
contested by 17 teams in the waters off Dundee and Darwin. It’s very encouraging to
see even though
the number of
teams was down
there was still a
record number of
fish tagged for the
event.
Congratulations to
all anglers for their
efforts to release 22
sailfish and six black
marlin over the
three days. NTGFA
wishes to
congratulate team
Istiofox for winning
champion team,
Bronwyn Loud
and Bills To Pay and Kurt Williamson
sailfish
black marlin
Rock Bottom Boys
for their runner-up placings in the >7m and <7m boat categories. Well done to Bronwyn
Loud and Joey Selvey for the wins in the champion angler and champion junior angler
sections respectively.
The “Build Up” also means many eager anglers await the start of the “Million Dollar Fish”
barramundi competition which is run as a tourist promotion by Crown Bet and the N.T
Government. The politicians are slowly learning the value of the recreational angler
dollar which is great, but this is just preaching to the converted I’m sure in this
publication. Every year has been bigger than the last and the chances of landing that
magical Million Dollar Fish has improved to 5 chances this year with all 3 previous
seasons fish being in play as well as 2 new fish. There are also 100 fish to the value of
$10,000 and the great initiative of 20 charity fish with the value of $5,000 for their
capture, with half the funds going to N.T charities. If that’s not enough they are
extending the competition to 30th September 2019 if a Million Dollar Fish doesn’t go off.
So, book your tickets and come and check out our back yard!
I wish all anglers across Australia a terrific holiday season, it was great to finally meet all
the state representative at the AGM and the Awards Evening just gone, it was wonderful
opportunity to discuss some of the challenges that State associations face and it was
great to be able to contribute and keep game fishing moving forward.
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Queensland
Mick Meiers GFAA Executive - Queensland North
As I write this, reports are coming through of the first 1,000lb+ black marlin again
caught off Cairns. It’s a tribute to anglers from across the world who fish these waters
every September to November that through responsible fishing practices this resource
is sustained after 50 odd years.
The juvenile black marlin season has been patchy again with Townsville catching a few
fish whilst Cairns’ grounds are producing constantly. We are looking to kick off a
research program targeting sailfish in northern Australia between Exmouth and the
Gold Coast, anglers will be asked to take fin clippings – more details to come on it. There
is also a research program currently being run on small black marlin which needs more
specimens to give credible answers, this has been supported well in some areas.
I am constantly being informed by professional and recreational fishermen of the
increase in shark numbers over the last two years. The numbers are definitely
increasing, and it is not uncommon to lose ¾ of a catch to sharks whilst bottom fishing.
Also concerning is the human interaction and shark attacks in North Queensland.
The Weipa Club in the Gulf
of Carpentaria is having a
good year and now with
three FADs deployed in
30m of water their catch
has skyrocketed. This club
has promoted game
fishing in the gulf and
contributed to scientific
research in a big way.
Other items of interest are
the Coral Sea, where the
Marine National Parks
management plan has not
been finalised, and we
have grave concerns that a
change of government
may see a change to the
progress that has been
made.
We are looking forward to the2019 and 2020 AIBT will be held at Yorkeys Knob, further
details are expected soon.
On the Juniors front, it appears the year 2010 must have been a good spawning year as
the increase in junior anglers over the last 2 years is pleasing to see.
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32nd Lizard Island Black Marlin Classic
Bob Lowe
President and Tournament Director
Lizard Island Game Fish Club
The 2018 tournament was held from 14th to 20th October 2018.
No other marlin tournament in the world can consistently
produce fish in the size range that the Lizard Island event does.
The table on the right gives a very graphic depiction of the mix
of 94 blacks tagged from the 14 competitor’s boats.
Following a world-wide trend, the number of boats entering
was down to 14, with a total of 98 anglers, crew and guests
participating. During a week of fantastic weather, 94 black
marlin were tagged and successfully released, including 11
with satellite tags which will be monitored and reported on by
Stanford University when the tags pop up after spending 90
days in the fish.
After a closely contested event between “Zulu”, “Amokura”,
“Absolute” and “Pro-Fish-Ent”, that is the order in which they
finished with “Zulu” on 13, “Amokura” on 12 and ”Absolute” and
“Pro-Fish-Ent” both on 11. Fourth place went to “Moana” with 8
tags attributed to IGFA Rep from Japan, Ichiro Takahashi, one
of which was his 900th billfish tag from fishing all over the
World.
Champion male angler John Sandy from Victoria, on “Amokura”
had 10 tags, from runner-up male, Ichiro Takahashi on
“Moana” with 8. Champion female angler was Sheridan Yates
aboard “Absolute” with 7 tags, ahead of runner-up female
Yasmin James also on “Absolute” with 4 tags.

Number
of Fish
1
1
4
2
1
3
2
1
1
4
5
3
8
15
1
19
1
4
7
3
1
2
1

Estimated
Weight
(lbs)
1000
950
900
850
800
750
700
550
450
400
350
300
250
200
160
150
140
120
100
80
70
60
50

Next year the Iron Jack 33rd Lizard Island Black Marlin Classic will be held 5th to 12th
October 2019.
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2018 Cairns Heavy Tackle Season
Sharkie – Skipper Levante – Cairns charter boat
The Cairns heavy tackle season has once again proven that it is the best giant black
marlin fishery in the world.
Prior to the season there
was much promise with TI
pigeons flying south and
warm water pushing in on
the edge of the GBR. All
boats chipped away
consistently during the
season which starts in midSeptember and runs
through to the end of
November. There have been some incredible weeks of fishing with reports of boats
having 8-12 bites a day and multiple big fish days with fish in excess of 800lbs.
The season has also shown promise with mid-range fish, between 400 and 600lbs which
are fun to fight hard on heavy tackle. As is typical, there have been some giant fish seen,
lost, released and weighed including two that weighed in over 1200 lb.
The weather has also been kind this year with the trade winds averaging 10-15 knots
making fishing and life on the reef very enjoyable with the water looking fantastic and a
constant south current bringing in new marlin.
It’s always good seeing regular clients back to chase these giant marlin and get the
chance to catch a fish of a lifetime. It’s also great to welcome new faces from around the
world who have travelled a long way to experience this fishery.
In summary the season has been great for everyone involved, with lots of memories and
stories to be told.
To the skippers, crews and clients who make this fishery what it is – tight lines and sharp
hooks.
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South Australia – John Marsh – President SAGFA
It has been a quiet winter here In South Australia with nothing of note to
report. The usual kingfish season at Port Augusta has seen fish targeted with
lower numbers of anglers as an added bonus, as the power station was recently
decommissioned. With recent whispers of southern bluefin tuna popping up locally, we
are all eagerly awaiting them turning up in numbers and hope for a good season. Whaler
sharks are starting to turn up with some recent good captures and we are looking
forward to targeting mako sharks amongst the tuna. The snapper closed season is
currently underway, opening again in mid-December.
The GFAA AGM was recently held in Adelaide. It was great meeting delegates from other
states and heartening to see the volunteers dedicating so much time and effort to the
sport we all enjoy. Highlights of the weekend were being able to see the GFAA perpetual
trophies for the first time, the attendance of past president and life member John
Johnston at the presentation dinner and seeing the junior anglers that attended receiving
their awards.
The Tuna
Champions
program recently
held a talk for
the wider
recreational
fishing
community in
Adelaide. It was
an insightful talk
with details of the
upcoming SBT
survey and its
methodology,
stock assessment
and current
management and
the educational
campaign that is
Tuna Champions.

Brad Smith with a Port Augusta
Kingfish, tagged and released

Details can be found at the recently launched website www.tunachampions.com.au/ . I
encourage all SBT anglers to familiarise themselves with the program and help others
understand the importance of our fishery. Well done to all those involved.
In closing we are looking forward to an exciting summer of fishing, targeting SBT,
snapper, mulloway, sharks and various other gamefish found in our waters.
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Tasmania – John Edwards, President TGFA
On the 16th of June this year, 12-year-old Tuna Club of Tasmania Junior
Angler Maximus Bailey went fishing with his Dad Ryan. Something they love
to do together as often as possible, as many Tasmanian fathers and sons do.
This day they headed out of Pirates Bay Eagle Hawk Neck about an hour’s drive south
east of Hobart on the picturesque Tasman Peninsula. They had arranged to go fishing for
southern bluefin tuna aboard their great family friend and local Hobart Builder Marc
Lagerewskij’s twin engine, 175hp Suzuki powered, 6.5 metre Cam Craft, a pocket game
fishing boat called Magic 1.
They were unsure about what the day would bring as the weather forecast was not ideal
to allow them to get to all the best tuna grounds where over the previous week several
large southern bluefin had been hooked.
Maximus was excited all the same as he
Maximus with his magnificent 127.8 kg
had only ever caught a couple of school
southern bluefin
bluefin aboard Magic 1
size southern bluefin before and had
been telling Skipper Marc and his Dad
how he would love to tag and release
what we describe down her in Tassie as a
barrel.
After an early start full of enthusiasm,
the mood had become more sombre,
they were having one of those slow days
not having turned a reel on anything
substantial. With the afternoon fast
slipping away they decided to head back
to port but thought they would make
one last pass on the Lanterns, a set of
rocks at the mouth of beautiful
Fortescue Bay.
Luckily for them they did, as bang they
were on with a double hook up. With
Marc taking the first rod out of the
holder, a conventional heavy tackle
Shimano Tiagra set up and with Dad Ryan on the wheel, young Maximus was quickly
instructed to take the other screaming reel, a Shimano Stella 30000 matched up on a
Venom Rod.
Marc managed to get his fish boat side reasonably quickly with about a 30-minute fight,
but only to be struck down with disappointment when the leader snapped as they were
about to deploy a tag into the fish. What they did come to realise very quickly with this
misfortune was how big these fish were. With that, Maximus made a fast reconsideration
of his earlier wish to tag a barrel to one now of possibly boating a fish many of us only
see in dreams.
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Weigh in with L to R Marc Lagerewskij,
Ryan Baillie and Maximus Bailie

To his credit and with lots of encouragement
from Skipper Marc and Dad Ryan, Maximus
courageously took around 1½ hours fighting
his fish to the boat. With the crew fully
focused on not being defeated a second time
in one day they traced, gaffed and landed a
massive fish. Once boated the realisation
began to set in on how big it was.
Jubilantly they set off for port to meet weigh
master Stuart Nichols at the Tuna Club of
Tasmania weigh station. The reality of what
Maximus had achieved was difficult for them
to comprehend as the fish weighed 127.8 kg
and had been caught on a Shimano Stella
spinning reel matched to a Venom Rod loaded
with 60kg tackle, an outstanding effort by a
12-year-old who had only ever caught a
couple of school southern bluefin tuna up
until this memorable day.

As most game fishers come to know so well, a fish like this can take an angler a life time
to find let alone successfully capture. But Maximus at the ripe old age of just 12 has been
fortunate to achieve a capture that was awarded an Australian Junior 60kg tackle record,
including the Tasmanian and
Bob Dyer Trophy Presentation L to R Jason Probert GFAA Exec Officer,
Maximus Baillie & TGFA Records Officer Robin Banks
Tuna Club of Tasmania
records as well as several
prestigious Tuna Club of
Tasmania perpetual trophies.
Some of the trophies have
been awarded for over 50
years but very few times to a
junior and never to one who
has caught a fish this big and
being so young on such
tackle.
The prestigious perpetual
awards include, the Royal Swan Trophy for the Heaviest Tunny fish captured in Southern
Tasmanian waters by a Tuna Club of Tas member, and the Bob Dyer Trophy for the
Heaviest Bluefin Tuna captured in Tasmanian waters by a Member of a Club affiliated
with GFAA.
We wish Maximus all the best with his continuing game fishing career, but we do wonder
with what he will top this exceptional capture in the future.
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Victoria - Anton Vogiatzis, Vice President GFAV
When the Melbourne Cup is
about to be run, the event triggers
many Victorian anglers onto the bays in
search of snapper. The snapper migration
into the bays provides some fantastic
opportunities to target this species in
shallow waters.
In the last few years, spring has also
provided an excellent late season (or is it
early?) run of jumbo southern bluefin tuna.
The weather, and cooler than usual waters
in Bass Strait, put a handbrake on efforts
closer to Melbourne, but the spring run of

southern bluefin tuna turned up like clockwork in
the south west of the state with fish up to 140kg
testing anglers’ skills and their tackle. This fishery
has grown from strength to strength over the
years and it’s great to see such large fish in quite
shallow water. Fish over 150kg have been caught
in 40-50m deep water sometimes only a few
kilometres from the coast

Leigh and Dillon caught this nice 125kg
barrel bluefin out from Portland on a
trolled skirted lure

A positive initiative being rolled out is the Tuna
Champions. An informative and educational
campaign to raise awareness on best practice
to catch, handle, keep, release and prepare
southern
bluefin tuna
to make the most of every fish caught – and to give
those released the best chance of surviving. The
program is also designed to encourage others to do
the right thing and respect these fine fish. More
information can be obtained
from http://www.tunachampions.com.au/
A special mention to the Victorian anglers taking
second place in the Lizard Island Black Marlin Classic
on Amokura. Only being beaten by one fish for the
second time in a row. They managed to tag 12 fish
during the tournament and 17 in total (including 4
fish over 700lb) with many after “lines out”.
Congratulations to Victorian Game Fishing Club’s
John Sandy who took out Champion Angler.
GFAA Newsletter November 2018
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Western Australia (South)
Audi Gill-Croft – Geraldton and Districts Offshore Fishing Club
Abrolhos Islands Tournament
In March each year, the Geraldton and Districts Offshore Fishing Club hosts their annual
Halco Abrolhos Islands Game Fishing Tournament at the spectacular Houtman Abrolhos
Islands. The event sees recreational fishers, professional rock lobster fishermen and
wet-liners competing across light tackle, flyfishing billfishing categories with anglers
welcome to participate in all categories if they wish.
This magnificent region comprises of 3 major island groups, the Wallabi, Easter and
Palseart groups, with a total of 122 islands associated coral reefs, approximately 60 km
off the coast of Geraldton, Western Australia. They form part of the southern-most true
coral reef in the Indian Ocean lay in the stream of the Leeuwin Current, where tropical
waters meet the cooler southern waters creating a unique and stunning fishing
environment. It is also the well-known final resting place of the infamous 1629
shipwreck of the Batavia and the mutiny that ensued.
The Halco Abrolhos Islands Game Fishing Tournament takes place within a 35nm radius
of the Islands’ zone. Participating boats depart from Geraldton and travel the 94km to
Pigeon Island where teams gather at the Pigeon Island Community Club for the briefing
night.
The tournament itself is not aimed at being a large event but more-so a great occasion
for a friendly bunch of anglers to come together and enjoy the wonders of the Abrolhos.
The remoteness of the islands requires considerable preparation by the individual
teams prior to the tournament but competitors deem the event worth the effort. Having
just celebrated its 21st year and enjoying immense loyalty and support from regular
competitors over the last two decades, the GDOFC always look forward to welcoming
new competitors. Will they be welcoming you in 2019?

2018 WINNERS:
LIGHT TACKLE
First Fish Tagged Keith
Burrows (Bungy)

Mackerel
1st Place: Ian Bessell Browne
(Malay)

GAME FISH
Champion Angler
Ian Bessell Browne (Malay)
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BILLFISH First Billfish Tagged
Naturaliste (Skipper, Johnno
Wroth) Sailfish
PEL ROBSON MEMORIAL TROPHY
John Poat (Balek III)

Champion Angler
John Poat (Balek III)

Champion Boat
Balek III (Skipper, Pete
Berryman)

BEST STORY
Spags Burnett

Western Australia (North)
Brian Snook – GFAA Executive representing WA North and Peter Coote - GFAA
and WAGFA Secretary
In outlining the northern Western Australian game fishing scene, it starts with the
statement that there is great variety in the fishery, much of which is not too heavily
fished. From the far north in the Kimberley where the barramundi is king and with
regular catches of fish in excess of one metre, in and around the rugged Kimberley coast
the variety is nothing short of amazing, however the access is very limited. Further south
to Broome, the water is fairly shallow and catching deeper ocean pelagics that require
clean water, involves some long distance travel. Inshore is a mecca for sailfish and
mackerel in water depths frequently less than 30m. Offshore 120nm or more are the
Rowley Shoals atolls again requiring access planning. The Rowleys are kown for marlin,
big sailfish and thumping giant trevally.
The Port Hedland area is still subject to big tides and a gradual bottom but inshore
provides plenty of light and medium tackle entertainment.
Travelling south west we get to the Dampier Archipelago which is rich in species from
mackerels, trevallies and sharks to mostly smaller marlin and good fishing for sails.
Offshore from Dampier are island groups including the Monte Bello Islands and Barrow
Island where again, the variety from GTs to sailfish and marlin can be found. There are
sea mounts north of the Montes such as Rankin Bank, where catches of 20 sails and
small blacks in a day are not uncommon.
Then there’s Exmouth near the tip of North West Cape, with the vast Exmouth Gulf to the
east and Ningaloo Reef and the Indian Ocean to the west. Species vary in abundance
during the year, but there’s always good fishing to be had whether it be for sails in the
Gulf, big blues off the west coast or any number of other species both inshore and out
wide. And then there’s Shark Bay and the islands offshore. And so it goes.

Broome Fishing Club’s tropical
club house
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From a club viewpoint the GFAA and WAGFA affiliated clubs start in Broome which has
two clubs. Broome North Fishing Club is a recent affiliate of WAGFA. whose target
species are sailfish, marlin, trevally, Spanish mackerel, tuna, mulloway, finger mark
bream and barramundi. This club runs six to eight competitions a year with a strong
social theme including mud crab, barramundi and spearfishing events. As the club
continues, we’ll learn more about their activities.
Broome Fishing Club which has been
with the state association for many
years, has recently held their 30th
anniversary sailfish comp. This year
the weather was foggy for the first
couple of days – not unusual in
Broome. Shark predation is a
problem with the sails and has forced
their anglers into the practice of free
release. In this year’s 5-day
tournament with 17 boats and 61
anglers competing, the statistics
were:
Sailfish- raised 672, strikes 516, hook-ups 395, released 347.
Marlin - raised 40, strikes 26, hook-ups 13, released 8.
Estuary and river fishing adds further dimensions for fun in Broome with barramundi
being targeted all year and mostly prolific in the wet season
King Bay Game Fishing Club is based in Karratha and draws on the local communities of
Dampier, Port Samson and others for its members. It has had another successful year

with three successful tournaments.
Billfish tag and release numbers have been consistently high as have been shark tags.
KBGFC Junior and Small Fry members continue with great success with four of them
being invited to the GFAA Awards night for recognition of their achievements. The club
has a shack on Malus island that has been enhanced further with more upgrades and
continues to be enjoyed by all members.
So far for the 2018 season King Bay has had 112 fish weighed in, 255 gamefish tagged,
173 billfish tagged, 119 sharks tagged and processed 21 Australian record claims.
The Exmouth Game Fishing Club, started the New Year with a bang when Eddy Lawler
and the crew on Black Marlin weighed in Australia’s first official grander blue marlin of
494.3kg (1089.7lb) on New Year’s day.
A big development for both the Exmouth club and the region has been the recent
creation of Exmouth’s first artificial reef (dubbed King Reef). Many years in the planning,
King Reef is a mixture of six giant steel structures integrated with concrete modules
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which form the reef’s 55 module arrangement. The reef is situated across two acres of
ocean floor and is situated only 10 minutes from the Exmouth Marina. It was funded by
Recfishwest in partnership with BHP, NERA (National Energy Resources Australia),
Subcon International and Curtin University. EGFC volunteers assisted with video
monitoring of the site prior to and following the installation of the reef.
Tournament activity out of Exmouth continues unabated. Poor weather conditions
hampered teams fishing this year’s Heavy Tackle Tournament held over the Australia Day
holiday weekend when Tasmin Kyle caught a personal best blue marlin at an estimated
200kg. The heaviest yellowfin tuna was taken out by Alex Vecka on Rogue Banana with
an 87.1kg fish and heaviest other pelagic species went to Dean Butler for a 14.8kg
wahoo.
GAMEX 2018 was the 50th anniversary
of this popular fishing event and was
preceded by the AIBT. A less than
favourable long-term forecast and
severe tropical Cyclone Marcus
looming to the north made for a
nervous lead up, however, after a
windy opening day, the fleet of 56
boats and 233 anglers were treated to
superb, flat calm weather conditions
and fishing to match, right through
the week-long tournament.

Scott Fraser
mackerel Image Josh
Bruynzeel
On Strike
Charters

Still on GAMEX, on the blue water front, reports from beyond the continental shelf prior
to the event had been slow, due to hot currents. Action inshore was a different story in
the lead up resulting in most teams targeting the hotly contested billfish sections and
concentrating their efforts along the back of the Ningaloo Reef, where smallish black
marlin, sailfish, dolphinfish, wahoo and more were found throughout the tournament.
Reel Teaser tagged the largest blue
marlin for the tournament estimated
at 240kg, while Stormy fought a
300kg+ blue on day 3 which they
intended to take for the billfish
capture section but lost at the boat
after a two-hour fight. Champion Boat
tag and release marlin came down to
the wire, with Azura just edging out
The Wench and also picking up
Champion Boat over 7m tag and
release billfish. The Wench won
Champion Boat under 7m tag and
release billfish with their 20 tags. Tag
and release sailfish was won by On
Strike with 10 tags.
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Junior angler, Jesse Sutton had a tournament to remember logging claims for five
Australian Junior records and one Female Australian record, including a 1.67kg skipjack
tuna on 1kg, a 1.9kg spangled emperor on 1kg, a 7.26kg golden trevally on 2kg, a 7.61kg
golden trevally on 4kg and a 6.6kg wahoo on 6kg. Jesse also released a greater
hammerhead estimated at 100kg on 3kg line. Other record claims for the tournament
included a 15.4kg Spanish mackerel on 4kg for Junior Male, Jake Fitzgerald and a 5.42kg
bludger trevally on 3kg for Male, Clinton Damian.
Final billfish statistics for GAMEX 2018 were 797 fish raised, 594 hooked and 307 tagged
and released. This total catch was made up of 231 black marlin, 63 sailfish, 11 blue marlin
and 2 striped marlin.
The Australian Junior Billfish Tournament followed almost 6 months after GAMEX, when
over two days fishing in magic weather, 9 teams and 24 Junior and Small Fry anglers
competed. Although the weather was perfect, day one was extremely quiet by Exmouth
standards, with just six fish raised for the day. Day two, however, brought an
improvement in the fishing, with most boats having shots at black marlin and sailfish.
Some fantastic line class catches were also achieved by the young anglers over the
course of the day, highlighted by the estimated 60kg black marlin on 10kg caught by
seven-year-old Lochlan Turrell fishing aboard Seatrix. Lochlan and his family travelled
from Perth to fish the tournament and had a trip to remember with Lochlan also
weighing a 35.4kg sailfish on 10kg in the lead up to the event, a pending Small Fry 10kg
record.
Twelve-year-old Jaxon Kabelka and nine-year-old Declan Kabelka both fishing on Cin Bin
also managed very respectable catches, scoring matching 80kg black marlin on 15kg gear
to put their team right amongst the leading boats. By the end of what was a very
enjoyable tournament for all anglers and their crews, the fleet had raised 23 fish, hooked
18 and managed to tag seven black marlin and three sailfish. Champion Team Junior
went to Kajiki with anglers Oliver Smith and Zac Niikkula, while Teraliza with anglers Max
and Mia Grasso, Jack White, Kalvin and Dean Gates took out Champion Team Small Fry.
Champion Team Mixed was Seatrix with anglers Eloise Pugh, Lennox Farmer and Lachlan
and Jasmine Turrell. Their skipper Scott Turrell was awarded Champion Skipper. As a
tournament designed to encourage and foster young angler participation in game and
sport fishing, not a single angler walked away without a prize. Special mention goes to
Oliver Smith, Harvey Mitchell and Jorja Mossman who tagged and released their first
sailfish during the tournament, and Jack White and Declan Kabelka who did likewise with
their first black marlin.
The Billfish Bonanza held in late October was also a successful Club tournament, with the
trial of ‘free release’ rules well received by competitors. Total statistics for the
tournament were 124 billfish raised, 110 hooked and 85 tagged or free released, made
up of 75 sails, four blacks, three blues and three stripes. Although there was roughly a
50/50 split between teams fishing Exmouth Gulf to contest the sailfish sections and
teams chasing marlin on the Ningaloo Reef side, poor weather and cold oceanic currents
meant the fishing was tough on the west side, so the majority of fish caught were in the
gulf.
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As stipulated in the new rules, all billfish caught inside Exmouth Gulf were to be free
released, with a touched leader determining a fish as ‘caught’ and eligible for points. A
total of 67 sailfish were free released inside the Gulf during the tournament.
250 WAGFA shark interaction cards were handed out to EGFC members who attended
the clubhouse during the event. Competitors were asked to complete these on a
voluntary basis whenever they
fish in the hope that this will
garner a wider dataset.
All teams who had fish attacked
by sharks during the tournament
did return shark interaction
cards. A total of four sailfish
were attacked and three taken
by sharks. Leigh Mitchell from
the local boat, Pussee Galore
also relayed an incident where
they hooked a sail off a bait ball
which was chased by sharks the
moment it started jumping.
Seeing this, Leigh chased the fish
Scott Fraser sailfish - Image Josh Bruynzeel On Strike Charters
aggressively and they touched
and cut the leader inside 30
seconds which allowed the fish to bolt away. He believed this fish would have been eaten
if they had needed to get it into position for a tag shot. Anecdotally it does seem the free
release initiative was at least partially effective in cutting down shark predation.

Record Claims from the EGFC competitions included
Clay Hilbert aboard Black Marlin with skipper Eddy Lawler – 494.3kg blue marlin on 60kg.
Australian All-Tackle and 60kg record.
Jeremy Block fishing aboard Black Marlin with skipper Eddy Lawler – 96.15kg black marlin
on 8kg tippet. Pending World 8kg fly record.
Tom Miller – 6.15kg pink snapper on 1kg. Pending 1kg land based Australian record.
Tom Miller – 4.3kg pink snapper on 2kg. Pending 2kg land based Australian record.
Tom Miller – 3.85kg mulloway on 2kg. Pending 2kg land based Australian record.
Tom Miller – 4.6kg pink snapper on 3kg. Pending 3kg land based Australian record.
Tom Miller – 5.7kg pink snapper on 4kg. Pending 4kg land based Australian record.
Jake Fitzgerald fishing aboard Ballz Deep with skipper Leigh Freestone– 18.3kg sailfish on
15kg tippet. Pending Junior 15kg fly record.
Lochlan Turrell from the Perth Game Fishing Club also weighed in a 35.4kg sailfish on
10kg, which is a pending Small Fry 10kg record submitted by the EGFC.
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Junior Tournament
Kevin Oates, National Junior Tournament Coordinator
In the 2017-2018 year, a total of 240 anglers were entered in the competition
including 28 new anglers who registered during the year. We saw quite a few of our
Junior anglers leave the tournament as they reached their senior angler status.
This year an outstanding 554 fish have been tagged, 159 captured and 246 measured
and released.
The Annual Dinner and Award ceremony this year saw a total of 36 State Awards
presented to our Junior and Small Fry anglers as well as the four National Awards. This
is a true reflection of the success of the competition and the activity and participation of
our Junior anglers.
Congratulations to all our state winners and our four national winners. Some
outstanding achievements have occurred this year with some highlighted below:
From Western Australia, sisters Chloe and
Jessica Hornhardt have captured, tagged and
measured and released 349 fish in the past
year. Chloe has 28 recorded captures, 145
tagged and released fish as well as 92
measured and released fish. Her younger
sister Jessica has also captured 54 fish, she
measured and released 21 fish and tagged and
released a further 9 fish.

Also starring in the west is Max
Grasso, his outstanding achievement
includes 82 tagged and released, 123
measured and released and 25
captured fish.
It was great to see some Northern
Territory anglers get some points on
the board this year too with Toby
Knyvett tagging two black marlin out
from Gove.

In far north Queensland, Emmi Roberts from the Weipa Club has measured and
released seven barramundi, she has also tagged and released 27 other species
including black marlin, sailfish, queenfish and mahi mahi.
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Bryce Bartleson from the Sunshine coast has
tagged and released 38 black marlin, one striped
marlin and three sailfish whilst fellow club mate,
Ben Massurit has tagged and released 27 black
marlin and four sailfish.
NSW has seen quite a few species tagged this
year with Rhys Jolly tagging two solid blue marlin,
19 black marlin as well as six striped marlin. New
entrants from the Bermagui Club, Kaitlyn
Schofield has tagged seven striped marlin and Finn Bradley tagged three. Zachary
Danby weighed a blue marlin 146.4kg on 37kg whilst Oska Davis also landed a tiger
shark weighing 104.5kg on 15kg line class.
Victorian anglers seem to be performing better in interstate waters, with the Sandy
family tagging 13 black marlin whilst in Cairns and one striped marlin for Mathew when
fishing at Bermagui. They have also managed to tag 15 yellowtail kingfish off Wilson’s
Promontory. An outstanding capture in Victoria was made by Tait Missen with a
southern bluefin tuna weighing in 143.4kg on 37kg tackle, this is a pending state,
national and world record capture.
In Tasmania, Mollie Hammersley has taken over from her older sister landing a mako
shark of 135kg, as well as tagging numerous southern bluefin tuna. Lachlan Hicks has
also managed to get amongst the tuna tagging eight SBT and two mako sharks
South Australian brothers Ben and Nicholas
Rippin have tagged seven mulloway, three
kingfish, two gummy shark and two SBT. Sam
Whan also landed a southern bluefin tuna
that weighed 27kg on 8kg line class.
The success of the tournament however
comes with a great amount of help and
assistance from certain individuals. Special
thanks to Peter Cox (GFAA National Junior
Tournament Sponsorship Coordinator) for his
continued support of the Junior Tournament.
.

Our monthly award winners in each category
have received gift vouchers, a wide variety of
stickers, lures, key rings, magazines and
catalogues with the highest point scoring winners also receiving a fishing reel.
Feedback from the winning anglers has been very rewarding with photos of them and
their awards available on the GFAA Facebook page.
Further success for our anglers can be seen in the bimonthly issues of BlueWater fishing
magazine which includes stories and photos from many of the excited young anglers.
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The tournament continues to be very successful
with some great results achieved by our Junior
anglers, I am very proud and grateful to be part of
such a great competition.

Thanks to these generous supporters of the
GFAA Junior Tournament

Junior Team set for New Zealand in June 2019
The Bay of Islands Swordfish Club, the oldest Club in New Zealand is holding its 50th
Anniversary Yellowtail Kingfish Tournament in June next year. It is a light tackle
competition using 6kg line only which can be exciting and challenging with fish often
above 30kg.
Juniors were invited to apply for the four positions available and there were many
worthy applicants. Those finally selected were:
Oska Davis

Central Coast GFC
(NSW)

Ben Massurit

Sunshine Coast
GFC (QLD)

Brody McKay

Batemans Bay GFC
(NSW)

Lachlin Hicks

GFC of Northern
Tasmania (TAS)

The Juniors will be accompanied by parents in a group being led by GFAA’s National
Junior Coordinator Kevin Oates and his wife Sharon. GFAA is proud to sponsor these
young members and ambassadors in the Australian team through the provision of fuel
and apparel. Congratulations to those selected and good luck to all.

GFAA Newsletter Subscriptions
CLICK HERE to subscribe for to be sent to you direct from GFAA. Insert in your name,
club and preferred email address. GFAA undertakes not to use, share or retain any
subscriber information for any purpose other than the delivery of this Newsletter.
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New Book from Dr Julian Pepperell
“Fishing for the Past. Casting nets and lines into Australia’s early colonial history”
220 pages, 120+ colour illustrations.
Julian draws on his life’s work as a fish biologist and fisheries scientist to tease out the
earliest written and visual accounts of fishing around the Australian coast by the first
Dutch, English and French explorers.

Fishing for the Past attempts to answer
such questions as – What fish were
caught by Captain James Cook and many
of the other early European explorers and
mariners when they first cast their nets
and lines on our shores? Were they struck
by the abundance from Australia’s
pristine waters? How have coastal fish
populations fared over the past 200 to
300 years? And if one fished the same
locations today using similar methods,
would the same fish be caught? The
answers to these questions are
sometimes surprising.
Of course, the coastal waters around the
Australian continent were not completely
unfished. For tens of thousands of years
before the arrival of Europeans,

Aboriginal people had been fishing these waters with
spears, hooks, nets and traps. These activities were
also recorded in the same journals and diaries, so by
gleaning these records we can learn through these
direct links how the original inhabitants of this land
fished at the time of first contact.
The Standard paperback Edition ($34.95) is available in
bookshops, or you can order signed copies direct from
Julian (plus postage)
The book is also available as a handsome leatherettebound Limited Edition of just 100 copies, with tippedin plate numbered and signed by Julian.
Price – $175 plus postage (these are going fast). For
more information and orders.
Email julianp@internode.on.net.
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HOOK, LINE AND SATELLITE
IMAS, University of Tasmania – Dr Sean Tracey, Senior Research Fellow, Fisheries and
Marine Ecosystems.

I am extremely excited to announce that we have produced a short film showcasing
recreational fishing and supporting research in Tasmania.
Fishers care about the sustainability of the recreational fishing industry because they
know the importance of ensuring there are plenty of fish left to catch tomorrow, next
year, and decades into the future. The Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies at the
University of Tasmania is one of Australia’s leading fisheries research organisations. We
carry out research that aims to ensure the commercial and recreational fisheries are
sustainable and that fisheries management is informed by the best data and research
possible. In this video, I speak about my research into recreational fisheries, including
game fishing species such as tuna, swordfish and a range of other species popular with
recreational fishers.
One of the key elements for success in our recreational fishing research is working in
with the recreational fishing community. We get the opportunity to work with some
really interesting characters and some really fantastic kids, share knowledge, and
discuss how to fish sustainably. It’s a rewarding experience for us to be able to
collaborate with fishers and apply the science.
This video is a collaboration between IMAS University of Tasmania, the Tasmanian
Seafood Industry Council (TSIC), and the Fisheries Research and Development
Corporation (FRDC). The beautiful production was by the team at Millstream, a company
with extensive experience in producing seafood industry videos in Australia including
both research and industry perspectives.
You can find the video online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks9sXfujAio
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New Australian and World Records
From 14th July to 20th November 2018 – All are salt water records except where shown.
Category

Species

Line
Class

Angler

Weight

State

Status

Male

Tope

2

Kevin
McLoughlin

Male

Carp

2

Ashley
Brandom

Male

Mulloway

24

Billy
Papageorgiou

Small Fry
Female

Barracuda

1

Jessica
Hornhardt

Small Fry Whaler
Female
Shark

3

Jessica
Hornhardt

8.68

WA Australian

Broad
Small Fry
Barred
Male
Mackerel

6

Max Grasso

7.46

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Golden
Trevally

2

Jesse Sutton

7.26

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Golden
Trevally

4

Jesse Sutton

7.61

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Tuna
Skipjack

1

Jesse Sutton

1.67

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Spangled
Emperor

1

Jesse Sutton

1.90

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Wahoo

6

Jesse Sutton

6.90

WA Australian

Junior
Female

Southern
Bluefin Tuna

4

Georgia
Barrett

7.70

SA Australian

Male

Carp

1

Ashley
Brandom

6.80

SA Australian

1000 lb

Tiger Shark

24

Michael
Taylor

460.50

Junior
Male

Southern
Bluefin Tuna

60

Maximus
Baillie

127.80

TAS Australian

Junior
Female

Mako

15

Makira
Wright

139.50

NSW Australian

Small Fry
Eagle Ray
Male

4

Lochlan
Turrell

10.97

WA Australian

Small Fry Spotted
Female
Mackerel

2

Jessica
Hornhardt

2.66

WA Australian

Fresh Water

Fresh Water
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Line
Class

Angler

Small Fry
Barracuda
Male

2

Max Grasso

2.58

WA Australian

Small Fry Spangled
Male
Emperor

2

Max Grasso

2.48

WA Australian

Junior
Female

4

Chloe
Hornhardt

7.86

WA Australian

10

Lochlan
Turrell

35.40

WA Australian

Jake
Fitzgerald

18.30

WA Australian

Category

Species

Golden
Trevally

Small Fry
Sailfish
Male
Junior
Male

Sailfish

15 fly

Weight

State

Status

Outcomes of the Annual General Meeting
The 2018 AGM discussed and considered a number of issues that were resolved, some
are covered elsewhere in the Newsletter including:
• Inclusion of Brassy Trevally on the GFAA species list – successfully included from
3rd November 2018.
•

Additional wording to Angling Rule 2 (Page 63 2018 Journal) effective 3rd
November 2018, to include the word “intentionally” in the first sentence. It now
reads: “The act of persons other that the angler intentionally touching any part of

the rod, reel or line (including the double line), either bodily or with any device
during the playing of the fish, or in giving any aid other than that allowed in the
rules and regulations.” This rule will be updated in the 2019 Journal and on the
website accordingly.
•

Fee changes for record claims - Effective from the 3rd November 2018 the
application fee for a Heaviest in Line Class Record will be $20,00. A surcharge of
$10 will apply to all World Record Claims submitted through GFAA.

•

Social Media Policy - This item was passed and becomes effective from 3rd
November 2018. A copy of the policy has been circulated to all state associations.

•

High Cash Prize Tournaments Policy - It was agreed that no changes will be made
to the current GFAA policy a copy of which is in the possession of all states.

•

Shark Predation and the Free Release Policy. It was agreed that relaxation of the
policy is appropriate on some instances. The wording was referred to the Principal
Executives Meeting and is expected to be circulated early in December.

•

2019 AGM
It was confirmed that in 2019, being the 70th anniversary of the founding of
WAGFA, the AGM would take place in Western Australia.
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2018 GFAA Trophy Winners
EW Palmer Trophy 2018: Awarded to the winning team(s) at the Australian International Billfish
Tournament
Haulin – Graeme Heal, Gabriel Gomez, Jason Edwards, Tom Miller, Mick Campbell
Moreton Bay Trophy: Awarded to the runner-up team at the Australian International Billfish Tournament
Azura – Dave Thomson, Eddy Lawler, Doug Sanderson, Riley Smith, Bob Witcombe
Mal Ramsay Trophy: Awarded to the Champion Angler at the Australian International Billfish Tournament
Janelle Hodgson - Exmouth GFC
John O’ Brien Trophy: Awarded to the highest tag and release point scoring GFAA club
Sunshine Coast Game Fishing Club - 289,122 Points
Sir Garrick Agnew Trophy: Awarded to the angler who tagged and released the most billfish in Australian
waters
Darryl French - Weipa Billfish Club (71)
Bob Lowe T and R Trophy: The most meritorious tag and release achievement by a GFAA affiliated club in
Australian waters.
Newcastle and Port Stephens Game Fishing Club
Peter Bennett Trophy: Most meritorious tag and release achievement by a GFAA junior in
Australian waters.
Ethan Wrack - Mooloolaba Game Fishing Club
Tom Bell Trophy: Awarded to the angler who captures the heaviest game fish (excluding sharks) in
Australian waters.
Ralph Czabayski - 506 kg Black Marlin - Game Fishing Club of South Australia
Peter Goadby Trophy: Awarded to the angler who captures the heaviest shark in Australian waters.
Elliot Gyler - 543.5 Tiger Shark - Lake Macquarie Game Fishing Club
Tailored Marine Trophy: Highest point-scoring boat tag and release in Australian waters.
Pole Dancer - 60,800 Points - Sunshine Coast Game Fishing Club
Geoffrey Woolley Trophy: Awarded for the most meritorious tag and release achievement by an adult
angler in Australian waters.
Sharon Poulter - Cairns Bluewater Game Fishing Club
Grahame A. Williams Trophy: Awarded to the angler who tagged and released the most sharks in
Australian waters.
Chloe Hornhardt - 33 Sharks -King Bay Game Fishing Club
John and Anne Brooker Trophy: Awarded to the angler who tagged and released most southern blue fin
tuna in Australian waters.
Rolf Czabayski - 146 Tuna - Game Fishing Club of South Australia
Neil Patrick Trophy: Awarded to the angler who tagged and released the most other game fish in
Australian waters.
Rolf Czabayski - 147 Gamefish - Game Fishing Club of South Australia
David Litchfield Trophy: Awarded to the Highest Point scoring Boat for Tag and Release Marlin in
Australian waters.
Pole Dancer - Sunshine Coast Game Fishing Club - 60,800 Points
JOHN DUNPHY AWARD: An encouragement award for Juniors who have achieved an IGFA, GFAA, State or
Club record, a notable fishing capture or TandR achievement, exceptional contributions to the sport of game
fishing and/or outstanding example as a role model for other juniors.
Michael Behrens, Ethan Wrack, Mitchell Behrens - All Mooloolaba Game Fishing Club
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Junior Tournament - Annual Awards and Trophies NATIONAL SMALL FRY WINNERS
TOM ROCHE SMALL FRY CAPTURE TROPHY

Highest Point Scoring Small Fry Angler in Australian Waters
Jessica Hornhardt
King Bay GFC

10738 points

TOM ROCHE SMALL FRY RELEASE TROPHY

Highest Point Scoring Small Fry Angler in Australian Waters
Max Grasso
King Bay GFC

8850 points

STATE SMALL FRY WINNERS
State Male
Points

Female

Points

Jessica Hornhardt

10738

Capture (Small Fry)
Qld
WA
Vic
SA
TAS

Ryan Meads
Max Grasso
Martin Oosthuizen
Sam Whan
Jack Donovan

521
4924
428
1249
210

Georgia Barrett
Mollie Hammersley

477
125

Maggie Mitchell

600

Release (Small Fry)
Qld
NSW
NT
WA
Vic
SA
TAS

Ben Massurit
Rhys Jolly
Toby Knyvett
Max Grasso
Martin Oosthuizen
Ben Rippin
Not Won

7880
4960
200
8850
420
190
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Chloe Dance
Georgia Barrett
Mollie Hammersley

1060
140
280
160
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NATIONAL JUNIOR WINNERS
TOM ROCHE JUNIOR CAPTURE TROPHY

Highest Point Scoring Junior Angler in Australian Waters
Chloe Hornhardt
King Bay GFC

10374 points

TOM ROCHE JUNIOR TAG and RELEASE TROPHY

Highest Point Scoring Junior Angler in Australian Waters
Bryce Bartleson
Sunshine Coast GFC
STATE JUNIOR WINNERS
State Male

10340 points

Points

Female

Points

Emmi Roberts
Kaitlyn Schofield
Chloe Hornhardt

339
480
10374

Capture (Junior)
Qld
NSW
WA
Vic
TAS

Not Won
Oska Davis
Ethan Moyle
Tait Missen
Scott Drysdale

1782
1675
388
584

Zara Nelson

149

Release (Junior)
Qld
NSW
WA
Vic
TAS

Bryce Bartleson
Brody McKay
Mathew Sandy
Lachlin Hicks

10340
1420
440
280
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Special Interest Item
Melville Bay Community Boat Ramp Project 2005 - 2018.

This item has been put together by Peter Cox, the illustrious Vice-President and
Treasurer of GFAA. Peter has resided in Nhulunbuy since 2000. His involvement has
been with the management of the project from the concept stage in 2003 through the
permission, planning, funding and construction stages.
The 14 year long project was challenging to say the least, with changes in Government
resulting in stop-start project funding, equipment availability in a remote region, along
with tide restrictions and unpredicted weather conditions. Scope changes were
addressed to ensure on time on budget delivery was achieved.
The project began in 2005 when plans were drawn up to secure a safe, all tide, water
craft access facility in Melville Bay near Nhulunbuy in the East Arnhem Land Region of
the Northern Territory. The site was originally known as the “Mud Wharf” a small rock
outcrop formed to allow barge landing for the construction of the RTA Refinery in the
late 1960’s.
Initial discussions involved the Nhulunbuy Regional Sports Fishing Club (NRSFC), Rio
Tinto Gove Refinery, Northern Territory Government (NTG), Northern Lands Council and
the Gumatj Corporation (Traditional Owners). Challenges included complexities
associated with Aboriginal land areas, existing commercial leases, future land tenure
uncertainty, public 24/7 access, ramp tide access, sand movement, siltation, shore traffic
management and pontoon and walkway structures. The NRSFC spearheaded the project
from day one to achieve this goal on behalf of the local community.
The Club coordinated all scoping, planning and project management of works with the
assistance, support and funding of the Gumatj Corporation, NTG, AFG, Rio Tinto, local
Nhulunbuy/Territory businesses, NRSFC members and volunteers. NTG funding of
$2.54m, $148k by NRSFC, $100k by AFG and $1.1m in kind from RTA, local business,
suppliers and estimated 4,800 NRSFC volunteer hours.
In addition to numerous completed project milestones, the NRSFC continues to provide
public liability insurance and maintenance support at the facilities for the general public,
along with fishing and tourist operators who utilise this location. The NRSFC has
successfully fulfilled all project outcomes, acquittal requirements, delivery
responsibilities of several contracts with the NTG over several years.
The official opening was conducted by Mr. Balupalu Yunupingu of the Gumatj
Corporation Ltd and The Hon. Ken Vowles MLA, Minister for Primary Industry and
Resources Northern Territory Government on the 10th of November 2018. The opening
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was celebrated with a family fishing competition comprising 48 teams using social media
to post on line photographs of fish captures. More than 400 photographs were
uploaded and displayed on an outdoor LED screen at the presentation. The community
can now enjoy an all tide all weather facility that would be the envy of any community in
Australia.

70 car & trailer parking with nearby
overflow for 40

Pontoon and all ramps are zero tide
access.

Three family friendly fishing platforms

LED floodlighting for four ramps and
sea wall areas.

The project story line traverses 2005 to 2018 with before and after photographs as
different issues were addressed and funding was obtained. Eight stages were delivered
over a 14 year period. The official opening was on 10th November 2018.

2005 Mud Wharf Site at 0.5m tide.
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2005 Single ramp low tide (0.5m)

2005 Existing pontoon decommissioned

2015 Zero Tide Ramp Refurbishment

2015 Improved Pontoon Anchor & Access Stage 7

2007 Swipe card boat trailer wash bay constructed.

2007 Carpark Civils by RTA donation
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2009 Mud Wharf Civils by RTA contribution

2010 Concrete Turnaround Area funded by NTG

Original Mud Wharf sea wall stabilisation failing from 45 years of storm surges.

2015 Prefabricated 12m concrete beams installed on rock base - steel positioning frame - concrete
backfilled.

2016 Repairs to sea wall structure and reshaping rock angle to combat future wave action following
cyclone.
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Sea wall at high tide prior to repairs (2016) and the completed concrete capping pathway at a similar
tide (2017), a welcomed improvement to the public user access of the facility.

2017 Replacement pontoon with 4 x air chambers allows pontoon to be sunk when winds exceed
severe storm or cyclone conditions. Pontoon refloated with compressed air when safe to do so.

2018 Family friendly fishing platforms and seating at 3 locations

2018 access rock wall installed to allow for access channel construction. Above photographs taken at
0.3 tide. Completed channel is 1.8 m deep at zero tide.
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Final ramp and channel access clearing and preparation for extension of ramp deck by another 9 m
past zero tide mark.

3 lane ramp with ramp deck extending a further 9 m past the zero tide mark.
Finished concrete ramp deck was poured to -1.2 m level.

Sunrise on last nightshift (above) with underwater concrete pour nearing completion (RHS). Tyre mat
installed for hull protection when beach access not available (RHS center photo). Note croc spotter next
to ramp edge and drone used to survey construction site offshore areas for early shark and croc
warnings.

Channel marker pyramids constructed in 3 x 500mm levels to allow water craft operators to judge level
of water above rock fill and seabed. PVC marker poles allow for maintenance free installation.
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Markers positioned on seabed rock access wall. Markers can be easily retrieved if channel requires
maintenance. Shallow channel to RHS of access channel excavated to judge any future silt and sand
movements.

Area floodlighting of 3 x fishing platforms, 4 x zero tide ramps, pontoon and picnic areas and carparks.
All ramp areas including 2 x wash bays and both car park areas are monitored by 24/7 CCTV security
system.

Contributions
Would you like to share your club’s or members’ news or achievements? Clubs and
members affiliated with GFAA are encouraged to contribute to the next issue of the
GFAA newsletter. Articles of a general or specific nature in Word format with high
resolution images are welcome. GFAA reserves the right to edit content but will always
return for approval before publishing. Email to secretary@gfaa.asn.au
Thanks to those who contributed to this issue were: Peter Babarskas, Peter Coote, Peter
Cox, John Edwards, Audi Gill-Croft, Bronagh Kelly, Bob Lowe, John Marsh, John McIntyre,
Mick Meiers, Kevin Oates, Julian Pepperell, Doug Sanderson, Sharkie, Bruce Simpson,
Brian Snook, Anton Vogiatzis, and Kay Webber.
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Links - Click on logo to visit the state website
GFAA

Northern Territory

New South Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania

Victoria

Western Australia

Juniors Facebook
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